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and Clay did not regard their situation in a light so unfavorable. They did not see, or affected not to see any obstacles in these undisputed facts to the accomplishment of their objects which could not be overcome by a vigorous application of the means at the command of the bank, supported by its political allies. Of the particular character of those means we will speak hereafter; for the present let it suffice to say that they bore no analogy to those which, springing from a conviction in the breasts of suitors of the justice of their applications, consist of arguments and explanations in behalf of what they ask. Whatever may have been their confidence in the merit of their petition, which it is not necessary to consider here, means of that description were, in the present case, deliberately laid aside as having already been resorted to without avail and as especially unpromising under existing circumstances. The only appeal that, in their view of the matter, was still open to them and promised success was one which hazarded the unbiased and deliberate opinions of public men, and of the communities for which they acted, as an inauspicious agency for the solution of public questions, as entirely extraneous and in the last degree sinister in its nature and which, instead of enlightening and fortifying men's minds, served only to bewilder and subvert their judgments and carried in its train the worst evils to the public welfare. If they were enabled to carry their bill thro' the House of Bepresentatives by the use of the means they contemplated, altho' not availing much, in the first instance, towards the accomplishment of their immediate object— indeed, advancing them no further than they reached in the first struggle—such a result would, in their estimation, open to them chances of future success of greater value than the cost of an immediate triumph however expensive that might be. It would go far to divest the decision of the preceding Presidential election of the influence it had acquired, and to which it was entitled, as a declaration of the will of the majority of the people, expressed in a constitutional form, against the continuance of the bank. Means potent enough to drive the House of Representatives, which had been chosen under such circumstances, from its integrity and duty would, it was also believed, if they failed to be operative upon the President, yet force the supporters of the administration in both Houses to give way in sufficient numbers to secure for the bill a constitutional majority over the Veto. The President might die in the course of the struggle, an event which, from his advanced age and physical debility, seemed at the time not unlikely, and, in that contingency, his constitutional successor might not prove to possess the firmness necessary to maintain the position he had occupied, a chance easily assumed at least as furnishing an additional ground of hope. If all other calculations failed, the prostration of the existing adminis-

